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Certain algebraic relation between multiinformation and conditional mutual information
is established. It is shown to be applicable to the problem of characterization of conditional
independence relations arising in connection with probabilistic expert systems. More concretely,
a new axiom of these relations is derived. Some auxiliary results have their own significance:the
characterization ofmarginally continuous measuresin Proposition I and the information theoretical
significance of the conditional product of measures mentioned in Consequence 3.

lntroduction
The main concept of this paper is a certain generalization of the concept of
mutual information, namely the so-called multiinformarion.Simply, multiinformation
is the relative entropy of the simultaneous distribution of a frnite collection of random
variables with respect to the product of the distributions of individual random
variables. It is nonnegative and vanishes iff the corresponding random variables are
independent. So, similarly as the mutual information which can serve as a measure
of dependence of two random variables (see [13]), multiinformation enables us to
characterize the level of dependence of more than two random variables. From this
point of view it was studied by Perez in [8].
There are several papers belonging to information theory which indirectly
handle multiinformation.For example,in [1] the studied algorithm IPFP converges
to such probability measure which minimizes multiinformation in some given family
of measures having prescribed marginals. As statistical properties of multiinformation
are concerned,they are investigatedin [12].
In this paper we want to show that multiinformation is also useful in apparently
remote spheres. Namely, its certain "algebraic" properties can be applied to the
prob|em of characterization oÍ conditional independencerelations (we shall use the
abbreviation CIR here).This problem arises in connection with probabilistic expert
systems, i.e. expert systems based on principles of probability theory.
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
Pergamon Press, oxÍord
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The first Section contains the deÍinitionsof the basic concepts and recalls some
facts used later. Note that we take multiinformation as a characteristic of a probability
measure;those who prefer to speak about random variables can regard the probability
measure as the distribution of the corresponding variables. Moreover, we subjoin a
proposition which establish an interestingequivalenceconnection betweenmarginally
continuous measures and measures that can be formed by a dominated kernel.
In the second section the conditional product of measures is dehned and some
facts about it are mentioned.
The third section deals with the concept of conditional mutual information
which is defined by means of the concept of conditional product of measures. In
Consequence I the fundamental formula for the conditional mutual information is
given.
The fourth section considers both multiinformation and conditional mutual
information as a set function on subsets of the index set. An important algebraic
connection between them is established there.
Finally, the mentioned connection is applied in the last section. The problem
of characterization of conditional independence relations (CIR's) is formulated there
and it is shown how it is possible to utilize multiinformation.

l. Basic definitions,auxiliary conceptsand results
Given measurablespaces(X, ,r), Í, E) and a probability measureR on
(XxY ťx9\ the marginalmeasure(or simply tbe marginat)oÍ R on (X, ť) is
deÍ.tned
by
R t ( 1 ) : R ( . 4x Y ) ,

Aetr.

We denoteit by the symbolof the originalmeasurehavingas upperindexthe symbol
of the correspondingspace.
Let us supposethat two probabilitymeasuresP and Q on a measurablespace
r)
are given.In case P 4Q we take some functionf : X.-+(0,m) (it meansthat
ě,
which is a
/ is definedeverywhereon X and has all valuesf,rniteand nonnegative)
versionof the Radon-Nikodym derivativedPldQ and deÍinethe relatiueentropyof
P w. r. to Q $e use the abbreviationw. r. insteadof "with respect")as the integral:
H ( P ,O :

j |nÍk)dP(x)'

xeX

SinceP{x eX' f(x):a}:0, it is not essentialwhat is ln(0).Evidently,the valueof
H(P,Q) doesnot dependon the choiceof a versionoÍdPldQ.In caseP{Q we put
H(P,Q): o. In this paperwe denoterelativeentropyby the letterH.
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Re|ativeentropyis a|waysnonnegativeand vanishesif,ť
P:Q. Moreover,if &
is a sub-o-algebraof ff and F or Qis the restrictionof P or Q on U (respectively),
then H(F, A)<ne, Q). Especially,it followsfor everypair of probabilitymeasures
P, Q on a product (X x \ ť xQ/):
H(Pr,Q\<H(P,Q).

(1)

Thesebasic propertiesare well known, seee.g.!01 or [9].
If P is a probability measureon a product (X x Y, ť xw) then tbe mutual
informationbetweenX and Yis definedas the relativeentropyof P w. r. to Px x PY.
Analogously,givena finitenonemptycollectionof measurablespaces(X,, ť,),
i e N and a probabilitymeasurer on ( fl X,,lI I, ) we dehnethemukiinformation
i€N
ieN

\

/

of P as the relativeentropyof P w. r. to the productof its one-dimensional
marginals:
/\

M ( P ) : u (P , [ JP " ' )
\ í..i, /
In this paper multiinformation is denoted by the letter M.
In this paragraph (X,'il,(YU)
are measurablespacesand R is a probability
measure on (X x \ !1,xqU).By a representatiueof conditional probability on (Y U)
w. r. to (X, f) we shall understand every mapping K: Q x X-(0,
1) such that for
each BeU thefunction xr-rK(Blx)is a variant of conditional probability of the set
B given the o.algebra Í, i.e. f.measurab|e function satisfying:

K(Blx)dRx(x):R(,ax B)

'Jo

foreach Aeff.

(2)

We shall use the abbreviationc. p. insteadof "conditionalprobability".Note that (2)
can be formulatedequivalentlyas follows:

'Í'

o(').K(BIx)dRx(x):
l)
('',)Jx,,o@)dR(x,
for each 9: X.-+(0, l)

(3)

ť-measurable.

The existenceof a representativeof c. p. is a trivial consequenceof the Radon-Nikodym
theorem. Indeed' for each Bew the function At+R(A xB) is a measur€ on(X, ff)
which is absolutely continuous w. r. to Rx. Evidently, representativesof c. p. are
determined uniquely in the framework of this equivalence:
K-K,

iír K(BIx):I('(BIx) for

Rx-a.e. xeX

forevery BeU.
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We shall use the symbol Rr1" to denotean arbitrary representative
of c. p., i.e.the
symbol of the original measurehaving as lower index the separatesymbolsof the
respectivespaces.
A representative
K of c. p. on (Y , E) w. r. to (X, tr) is calledregulariff for each
x e X the functionBr-+K(B Ix) is a probabilitymeasureon (Y U). In casethereexists
a regularrepresentative
of c. p. on (Y, U) w. r. to (X' 9ť,)
we shall say that c. p' on
(\ o.y)w. r. to (X,.ť) is regular.
In this paragraphwe supposemeasurablespaces(X, f) and ({ U) are given.
By stochastic(or Markov) kernelfrom (X, fi) to (Y % we understanda collection
?:|P,:xeX)
of probabilitymeasures
on(YU) suchthatforeachBeU thefunction
xr--+P,(B)
is #-measurable.This conceptis also known as a crossingprobabilityor
as a channel(in informationtheory,especially).
We shall say that a kernel g:{P,; xeX} is dominatediff there existsa
probabilitymeasurer on (Y, U) suchthat for each x e X P,4r.
Given a kernel? : {P,; x e X} from (X, g) to (\ U) and a probabilitymeasure
Q on(X,.%)we candefinea probabilitymeasureQ* I on(X xY ff xU)by:
Q* ?@x B):

P'(B)dQ@)

'!n

Aeť, BeU

(4)

and by the standardextensionargument(see[4], III.2.1).We shall say that Q and
? form the measureQ * 9.Note that (4)can be extendedas follows:

Q*0 ( c ) :, 1 * r, {c , 1 dg1 r1cetr xo!
whereC,: {y. Y: (x,y)e C}. Especially:
Q,r"(C):0

iff P,(C,):0 for Q-a.e.xeX.

(5)

Remark l. a) LeÍ us point out an interestingconnection'Supposingthat R is
a probabilitymeasureon (X x \ 9ť'x U),we can easily.derive
that R:0 * 3 for some
probability measureQ on (X, ť) and some kernel 3 Írom(X , g) to (Y U) iÍÍthe
c. p. on (Y, g) w. r. to (X, g) is regular.
b) Further, we note the known fact that the assumptionsaying that Y is a
separablecompletemetric spaceand U is the o-algebraof its Borel subsetssuÍIices
for regularityof c. p. on (Y U) w. r. to (X, g) (see[4], it followsfrom the consequence
of V.4.4).Especially,it holds for finite Ywith U:exp Y.
If a probabilitymeasureP on a product(X xY ť xU) satisfiesP4PX xPY,
then it is called marginallycontinuous.Evidently, this condition is necessaryfor
Íiniteness
of the mutual informationbetweenX and Y The followinglemma leads
to some characterizationof marginallycontinuousmeasuresin Proposition 1.
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LemmaI.Let(X,g),(Y 9) be measurable
spaces,,ta probabilitymeasureon
(X, g), Í on (y' U) and'p on (X xY, g'xU).Then !4).xt lff pX<A and thereexists
a kernel9:{P,;xeX}
from (X, %) to (Y &) such that p:?tx]'*3 and for each
x e X í th o l d sP ' ( t .
Proof. a) In case tl4Axt we can take such a version L: X x ř.-r(0, oo) of
dpld(Ax r) that
, , r , : , J , L ( x , y )h ( y ) < a

xe X.

Evidently,/ is a versionot d(px)1il..We definek(x, y): l- t(r) . L(x, y) if l(x)> 0 and
k(x, y): l, otherwise.Finally, we put:
P,(B):,[rU(r,y)h(y)

xeX,Ber!.

It makes no problem to verify that 3:{P,; *eX} is the desiredkernel.
b) The suÍficiency
can be seenusing(5).For C e % xU there|ation(2 x t) (C):0
impliest(C'):g for /,-a.e.
xeX. So P'(C'):0 Íorpx-a.e.
xeX' i.e.0ř)*g(C):0.
l
PropositionL Let (X, g), (Y, &) be measurablespaces.Then the following
conditionson a probability measurep on (X x Y, ť xU) areequivalent:
(a)p is marginallycontinuous
(b) thereexist a probabilitymeasure), on (X, %) and a probabilitymeasurer
on (Y, U) suchtbat p4).xt
(c) p can be formed by a dominated kernel from (X, fl to (Y, U).
Proof. Directly from Lemma I we conclude that (b) implies (c).Conversely,if
p:Q*?
where Q is a measureon (X, tr) and 3 is tbe mentionedkernel, then
necessarilyQ:p*. So, we can take 1:px in Lemma I to show that (c) implies(b).
In fact we havejust proved that p4tr x r impliesp4tlx x r. ReplacingoÍ(X, 9ť')by
(Y,0!) we get thatpš), x t implies!4)'xpr. so, let us take7: px hereand seethat
(b)implies(a).The converseis trivial.
I
Note that Proposition1 yieldsa suÍficient
conditionfor regularityof c. p.,which
is not of topologicalnature(seeRemark 1).
2. Conditional productof measures
DeJinitionI.Let(X, g),(Y,q),(2,9) be measurablespacesand P a probability
measureon (X x Y xZ, ť xU xt). We shall say that P is a conditionalproducton
X x Y underconditionZ iff it holds
P1,y1fAxB|z):

P*1lA|z).Py1lB|z) for
foreach AeT.
BeU.

Pz-a.e. zeZ\
I

(ó)
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Naturally, we write P'." instead oÍ(Px,z)4z. Evidently, the validity of (6)does
not depend on the choice of representativesof c. p. Further, it is easy to see that (6)
is equivalent to:

P(AxBxC):

,!,P a r(Alz)' P a 2(BIz)dPz(z)

(7)

for e a c h A e 9 t , B e U , C e 5 .
We use this terminology in order not to impair analogy with the "unconditional"
case:a probability measure R on (X xY, # xU) is the product of its marginals Rx
and RY iffin the probability space(X x Y,ff xU, R) the o-algebrasť xU, and ff, xU
are independent (ff', U', 5' are respectively trivial o-algebras on X x Y x Z). Analogously,(6)means that in the probability space (X x Y x 2,9[ xU x 5, P) the o-algebras
9[xU'xt'
and 9['xU x9' are conditionally independent given the o-algebra
9ť,xU, x 5 (see [5], chapter vII' $ 25.3).
Remark 2. The usual "unconditional" product of measures can be viewed as a
special case of the conditional product. Indeed, supposing that ť is the trivia|
o-algebraon Z, a measure P on (X xYxZ, tr xU x 5)is a conditional product on
X x Yunder condition Z ifÍ PxxY - Px x PY.
Definition 2. Let (X, f), (Y, g), (2, g) be measurable spaces, Q*,, and
Qy, z be consonant probability measures, respectively, on X x Z and on Y x Z, i.e.
(Q*,r)' :(Qr, r)' .
In case there exists a measure P on (X x Y x Z, tr xU x 5) having Q*,, and
as
Qv , z marginals which is moreover a conditional product on X x Yunder condition
Z, we sha||call it the conditional product oÍ Qx, z and Q,,,.
Proposition 2. Under assumptions of DeÍinition 2 it holds:
a) The conditional product oÍ Qx, z and QY , z is determined uniquely.
b) Supposing that Q*,, has regular c. p. on (X, z) w. r. to (2, z) or that Qy,7
has regular c. p. on (Y, ň w. r. to (Z, z)) there exists the conditional product of Qx,z
and Qr,r.
Since measures having the same marginals on X x Z have the same set of
representativesof c. p. on (X, 9[) w. r. to (2, 5), we can show the first part of Proposition 2 using (7).For the prooí of the second part we refer to the translator's remarks
to chapter 3 of [l0].
Combining Propositions 1 and 2b we See the known íact mentioned in [10]
(p. 56)'namely:supposing that Q,,,(or Qv z)in Deíinition 2 is marginally continuous,
"
there exists the conditional product oÍ Qx, z and QY , z.
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Nevertheless,under assumptionsof Definition 2 the conditional product of
Qr,, and Qv,z may not exist,moreoverit holds:
Proposition3. There exist measurablespaces(X, r), (Y' Ú!)' (Z, 5) and a
probabi|itymeasureP on (X x Y x Z, ff xÚ! x g) such that the conditionalproduct
oÍ Px, z and Py'z doesnot exist.
For the proof we referto [l 1], wherethe desiredexampleis constructed.
3. Conditional mutual information
DeJinition3. Let (X, g), \E),(2, g) be measurablespacesand P a probability
measureon (X x Yx Z, ť xU x %\ In case thereexiststhe conditionalproduct of
Px'z and PY'z (denotedby P), we put:
C(X: YIZ): H(P, P).
In the oppositecasewe put C(X; Y1Z): m. The numberC(X; YIZ) we shallcall the
conditionalmutualinformationbetweenX and Y underconditionZ.
The following lemma is a trivial consequenceof the basic propertiesof the
relativeentropy:
Lemma2. Under assumptionsof Definition3 it holds C(X; YIZ)>-0.Moreover,
C(X; YIZ):O iff P is a conditionalproducton X x Yunder conditionZ.
The well-knownnotion of mutual informationcan be viewedas a specialcase
of conditional mutual information,if we take t as the trivial o-algebraon Z (cf.
Remark 2).Indeed,it must hold
p : p x x Y , p z a n d P : p x x p Yx p z a n d H ( p , P ) : p 1 p x ' Y , p x x p r \ .

The following lemma we need for the proof of the fundamentalformula (10)
in Consequencel:
Lemma-].Under assumptions
of DeÍinition3 we denoteR:PY x Px,Z.
a) If Py,z<PY xPz, thenthereexiststhe conditionalproductP oÍ Px,z and
P v ' z . M o r e o v e r , P 4 R a n d t h e r e e x i s t s a f u n c kt i:oYnx Z - - + ( O , c o ) w h i c h i s a v e r s i o n
oÍd(PY,z)ld(PYx Pz)and viewedas a functionon X x Yx Z aversionof dPldR'
b) The followingtwo conditionsare equivalent:

P<R,

(g)

PY,z <PÍ x Pz and there exists the conditiona| product)
P of Px'z andPv'z which, moreover,satisfresp<P.
]

(9)
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We shall not prove this lemma.The proof can be found in [2] (pp.!1-44), Sv1
with the proviso that one must be careful whether the conditional product of
measuresexists.Namely,in the mentionedpaperthereis an erroneousconsideration
leading to the conclusion that the existenceof P suffrcesfor the existenceof the
conditionalproduct of Px'z and PY " z (moreexactly,the set function(2.7.7)is not
countablyadditive).It was said in Proposition 3 that the mentionedconclusionis
wrong.
In this paperwe extendedthe defrnitionof conditionalmutual informationin
order to preservethe generalvalidity of relation(16)mentionedbelow.
Consequence
1. Under assumptionof Definition 3 it holds
H(p, pY x p*' z)- C(x; ylz) + H(p' "', pv x pz).

(10)

Proof.If (8)doesnot hold, then accordingto Lemma 3b both sidesof (10)are
infinite.In case(8)holds,we use Lemma 3a and Íixthe functionk:YxZ--,(0,a)
mentionedthere.Further, accordingto Lemma 3b we may considersome version
l: X x Yx Z-+(0, a) of dPldP. So, k beingconsideredas a functionon X x Yx Z, the
product k' I is a versionof dPldR. Finally, integratingthe identity
l n ( / < ' ) : l n ( k ) + l n ( I ) ( w h e r el n 0 : - m )
I

with respectto P, we get (10).
4. Mu|tiinformationviewedas t s€t function

In the remainingtwo sectionswe shall considerthe followingsituation.
A Íinitenonemptyco|lectionof measurablespaces

(s)

(X,, %,),i e N is given.If ,4c N is nonempty,we shall
/\
write(X", insteadof I fl X,, ll I, l.
")
ieA
\ie,r
/
Further,a probabilitymeasureP on (Xn, fn) is given.
For the sake of brevity,the marginalof P on (X ^, ť ^)wi||be
denotedby Pn.
DeJinition4. Assuming(S),we definefor nonempty,4c N:
I^lAl:M(P^).

Moreover,for empty / we put 1.[0]:0.
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l l

From basic propertiesof relativeentropywe easilyconcludethat assuming(S)
the function/.:exp N-(0, o) satisfres:
AcB

implies I^LAl<l^lBl

if card,4š l

then I^|A):0.

(11)

(r2)

DeJinition5. Assuming (S), we define for every ordered triplet (A, B, C) of
disjoint subsetsof N the number I"IA; BlCfe(O, m). If all the sets .,{,B, C are
nonempty,then we deÍineit as the conditional mutual information betweenX ^ and
X" under condition X6 (ogically it is computedfrom PAuBuc),i.e.
I,lA: BlCf :C(X i X rlXr).
For empty C and nonemptyA, B we deÍine1.[,4;B|0] as the mutual information
betweenXnand Xr,i.e.
I,lA; Bl[f : H(PA'B, PA x P\.
Finally, in case that A or B is empty we put:
I"l0;BIC):O

and I,lA;tlCf:O.

Lemma 4. Assuming (S), the function 1. satisÍies(A, B, C are supposedto be
disjoint):

I"lA;BlCf :I"IB; AlCl

(13)

0<I"lA;BlCf

(14)

I
Bv ClQl: I,LA;Bl C) +I
Cl[l
"lA;
"lA;
if A'cA, B'cB, then I,fA',8'lcf<l"LA;BlC1.

(1s)
(16)

(15)followsdirectly
ofthe deÍinition;
Proof,(|3)and (l4) are easyconsequences
from (10)and (13).(16)is trivial in caseI"IA;BIC):co. [n the oppositecasethere
existsthe conditionalproducto1pewc and PB'c. It makesno problemto verifythat
its restrictiononto Xr.,",,. is the conditionalproduct o1 p't'wcand PB'uc. So (16)
I
followsfrom (1).
The substantialrelation between1- and 1" is establishedby the following
statement.
Proposition4. Assuming(S),it holds for everyD, E c N (not necessarilydisjoint):

I^lDvEl* I^lDaE): I-lD)+ l-lE)*l.[E\D; D\ElDnE].

(17)
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Proof.a) First we prove (17)for disjointD and E. so, if D and E are nonempty
(otherwisetrivial), then we denote Q^:nP{i} for nonempty AcN' In case
,o.n(pD x pE it is, accordingto Proposition1, PD'D* QoxQa:Qp.o. So, both
I"[E\D;D\ElDnE] are infiniteand (17)holds.Analogouslywe proceed
I^lDvEfand
.,,4g,_or
PE*Qr (using(11)).So, we can suppos€ Po4Q,, PE<Q, and
ií.","
E)ld(PDx PE),a version
pDwn'4 po ' Fi. w" take a version f : X,u,--+(0, m) oÍd(PD.
proof we
h: X,.-+(O,a) of dPDldQo and a versiong: X,.-+(o,a) oÍdPEldQ,. The
concludesimilarly as the proof of Consequencel'
b) Now we supposearbitrary D, E. According to part a) we see:
I ^lDv Ef: I-[E\D] + 1-[D] + I'[AD; D |0]
I-lE): t^78\Dl+ I.[DnE] + /.[E\D; DaEl0)'
So, for the proof of (17)it sufftcesto prove the identity:
I"[AD; D Io] : /.tE\D; D\E IDnEl + l"[E\D;D a Elo).
We simplyput ,4:AD, B:D\E, C:DaE in (15)'
2. Assuming(S),the function 1.: expN-(0,
Consequence
i.e.it holds:
supermodular),
l^lDvEll

l-lDa4f>1,[D] +I^lE)

t
(or
co) is convex

for each D,EcN '

(18)

Proof.(l4)impliesI"[AD;D\E|DnE]Ž0.Weadd/'[D]+I^(E)tobothsides
I
and use (17).
question'
So, Consequence2 leads to the following
Problem/. we know that,assuming(s),function1. satisfies(12)and (18)(11)
follows from them).Can it be conversed?More precisely,whether theseconditions
on a function /:expN--(O, co) suÍIicefor the existenceof measurablespacesand
probabilitymeasuredescribedin (S) such that I: I ^'
The last consequenceshows some information-theoreticalsigniÍrcanceof the
conditionalproduct of measures.
3. Let (X,, %,),ieN be measurablespacesand {'4,B' C} some
Consequence
decomposition of N (Íinite,nonempty sets).Let p and t be consonant probability
measures'p on (X ^u,, Í ou,), t on (X".., ť,.,). Further,we denote
iD:{P;P is a probabilitymeasureon Xn, M(P)<ú,PAuc_lt,PBuc:t}.
Then a) o+0 itr M(ti<o and M(r\<o.
b) supposing .b+0, there exists the conditional product of p and t and
minimizes the multiinformation on @.
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Proof. Íf Q*9, then MQl) and M(t) are Íiniteaccordingto (1l). Conversely,
|etM(p) and M(t) be Íinite.We deducethat p ( fl p{i}1 fl^l{| and by Proposition 1
and Remark la we see that c. p. on (Xn, trn) w.r. to (X., ffr) is regular.So,
Proposition2 yieldsthe existenceof the conditionalproductP of p and r. Evidently,
for this measureI,lA;BIC):O and,accordingto Proposition4, it is M(l:n4611
+ M(r)_ M(p.) < co,so P e Ó andQ *0' Moreover,by (17)and(l4) appliedto another
I
Qe iDwe deduceM(Q)>M(ti+ M(r)- M(1tc):M(P).

5. Application to the problemof characterizationof CIR's
Definitionó. Assuming(S),we deÍinea ternaryrelation /(.'.l.) having as the
domain all orderedtriplets (A, B, C) of mutually disjoint subsetsof N. If both ,4
and B is nonempty,then /(,4;B|C) holds 7fÍPÁwBwcis the conditionalproduct of
PAuc and PB'c (for empty C it meanspAwB-pA x PB).If A or B is empty,then we
postulatethat I(A; BIC) holds.We shallcall this relationtheconditionalindependence
relationcorrespondingto P and shall use the abbreviationCIR.
Note that CIR determinesthe conditional dependencerelation D as its
complementaryrelation(i.e.D(A;BIC) holds ifÍI(A;B|C) doesnot hold).Now, what
is the problem of characterizationof CIR's?
Problem2.Let N be nonemptyÍiniteset.The problemis to ťrndall independent
properties(axioms)of a ternaryrelation1 (definedon all orderedtripletsof disjoint
subsetsof N) which togetheryield a necessaryand suffrcientcondition for theexistence
of frnitespacesx', iÉN and of a probabilitymeasureP on f| X, suchthat / coincides
with the CIR correspondingto P.
In this form the CIR was introducedby Pearl in [6] and his previouspap€ r s.
But restrictsto strictlypositivemeasures.In the mentionedpaper ťtvepropertiesof
CIR's are formulated.The Íirstone is the axiom of symmetry:
I(A; BIC)+I(B;AIC).

(4.1)

Three other axioms can be integratedinto the followingone:
I(A; BvCID)+II(A; BICvD) n I(A;ClD)1.

( .2)

|4
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These two axioms hold without the assumptionof strict positivity of the
measure,while the last property:
LI(A;BlCvD) n I(A;CIBwD))+I(A;BvClD)

(19)

does not so (i.e.it is not relevantto Problem 2).
Pearl expressedthe completeness
conjecture,i.e.(A.l), (4.2),(19)is the solution
of Problem 2 modifiedby the demandthat P must be strictly positive.The rest of
Pearl'spaperis concernedwith graphicalrepresentations
of probabilisticknowledge
(4.2),
(19).
that are possibleowing to (4.1),
The desiredsolution of Problem 2 seemsto be significantin the theory of
probabilisticexpertsystems.Let us mentionthe intensionalexpertsystemINES (see
[7]).Accordingto this approach,the knowledgebaseof an expertsystemis modelled
by a multidimensionalprobabilitymeasure,while partial knowledgesobtainedfrom
probabilitymeasureswhichshould
expertsaredescribedby meansof less-dimensional
bemarginalsof thementionedmultidimensionalone.For capacityreasonsit is usually
impossibleto storethe multidimensionalmeasurein the memoryof a computer.This
imperfectionis solvedby thehelp of so-calledDSS's (dependence
structuresimplifications).These multidimensionalmeasuresare "formed successivelyas conditional
productsof givenless-dimensional
measures".So, we have to storeonly thosein the
memory.The choiceof the DSS (i.e.of the order of making conditionalproducts)is
point of view.
madefrom a certaininformation-theoretical
The solutionof Problem 2 would make possiblesomeimprovement.Since the
(or dependence)
notion of conditionalindependence
is easyto interpretwe would be
able to determinethe properstructureofdependences
and independences
directlyby
asking experts.By meansof rhe solution of Problem 2 we would be able to decide
whetherthe statementsof various expertsare contradictoryor whetherthereexists
(i.e.there
a probabilisticmodel having the requisitedependences
and independences
existsa CIR having prescribeddependences
and independences).
Now, how to use the multiinformation?From Lemma 2 and DeÍinitions5, 6
it is easy to see:
Proposition5. Assuming(S),it holds for disjoint A, B, CcN:
I(A; BIC)tu6lds+1.[.4;
BIC]:0.

(20)

Further,accordingto (17)wecan expressI,lA;BlC) by meansof the function
I. (in Problem2 X, are Íinite,so 1- is finite)'So, by this procedurewe verify for
disjoint A, B, C, D:

B] + l"t,a;Bl fll :
I,lA;BlCv Dl + 1.[C;Dl Af + I
]
"IC;DI
:I,lC DlAvBl* I,lA;BIC)+I,lA;BlDl + I,lC;Dl0f')

(2r')
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Finally, from Proposition 5 we easilyderiveusing(14):
lt(A; BlCvDl n 1(C;DIA)n I(C; DIB)n /(,4;Blp)le ]
+p(C; DIAvB) n I(A;BlC) n I(A;BlD)n I(C:DlDl. j

(4.3)

Example.We can take N : ta, b, c, dj and constructa certainternaryrelation
as follows:
l. I(a,blcd),I(c, dla), I(c, dlb),I(a, bl[) and symmetricindependences
hold
2. I(A; BIC) for empty .4 or B holds
3. no other independence
holds.
The desiredrelationsatisfies(A.l), (A.2),(19)but not (A.3).
So, using algebraicpropertiesof multiinformationa new axiom (A.3)of CIR's
wasderivedand Pearl'scompleteness
conjecturewas disproved.Note that (A.1),(A.2)
can be derived similarly. Perhaps,it is possibleto derive further axioms of CIR's
analogously.
Nevertheless,
I do not know the completesolutionof Problem 2. I would like
to ask readersfor help.If somebodyknowssomethingrelevantto thisproblem(maybe
the solution is known since,for example,the theory of Markov fields meetswith
similar problems),I would like him (or her)to send me a referenceor a reprint or
anv information.The similar wish concernsProblem l.
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My.ntrrrmQopMaqnÍ lr npo6neMa xapaxTeprr3al|rrrroT||oIueHHň
ycJ|oB[oň [e3aB[ct|MocT|f
M. CTYAEHbI
(IIPara)
He1oTopoe alre6parrvecroe cooTnoueHne MexAy MynbTurrnQopuauneň rr ycnoBYcrarrollego
xapar(Tepx3auuu
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